Often in inference across multiple graphs there is a latent correspondence between the nodes across networks, and graph matching-the problem of finding an alignment between the nodes of two graphs that best preserves common structure across graphsseeks to uncover this latent correspondence in the presence of unknown or errorfully known vertex labels. However, in many realistic applications only a core subset of the nodes are matchable in each graph with the remaining nodes being junk vertices, only participating in one of the two networks. Under a statistical model for this situation, we show that correctly matching the core nodes is still possible provided the number of junk nodes does not grow too rapidly, allowing for asymptotically perfect core recovery in the presence of nearly linear (in core size) junk. We also consider the setting of junk present in only one network, showing that a smaller core network can be asymptotically perfectly matched to the corresponding core in a network with exponentially many (in core size) junk vertices present. These theoretical results are further corroborated in both simulated and real data experiments. Although it is possible to correctly match the core vertices across networks, many graph matching algorithms do not identify these proper matches (versus junk-to-junk or core-to-junk matches).
Introduction and Background
The graph matching problem seeks to find an alignment between the vertex sets of two graphs that best preserves common structure across graphs. At its simplest, it can be formulated as follows: Given two adjacency matrices A and B corresponding to n-vertex graphs, the graph matching problem seeks to minimize A − P BP T F over permutation matrices P ; i.e., the graph matching problem seeks a relabeling of the vertices of B that minimizes the number of induced edge disagreements between A and P BP T . Variants and extensions of this problem have been extensively studied in the literature, with applications across areas as diverse as biology/neuroscience [Zaslavskiy et al., 2009 , Chen et al., 2016 , computer vision [Robles-Kelly and Hancock, 2007 , Escolano et al., 2011 , Lin et al., 2010 , and pattern recognition [Lee et al., 2010 , Sang and Xu, 2012 , Zhou and De la Torre, 2012 among others. For an extensive survey of many of the recent applications and approaches to the graph matching problem, see the sequence of survey papers [Conte et al., 2004 , Foggia et al., 2014 , Emmert-Streib et al., 2016 . While recent results [Babai, 2015] have whittled away at the complexity of the related graph isomorphism problem-determining whether a permutation matrix P exists satisfying A = P BP T -at its most general, where A and B are allowed to be weighted and directed, the graph matching problem is known to be NP-hard. Indeed, in this case, the graph matching problem is equivalent to the notoriously difficult quadratic assignment problem [Loiola et al., 2007 , Cela, 2013 .
Recently, there has been a flurry of activity studying the closely related problem of graph matchability [Pedarsani and Grossglauser, 2011 , Lyzinski et al., 2014 , 2015 , 2016a , Pedarsani and Grossglauser, 2011 , Lyzinski, 2016 : Given a latent alignment between the vertex sets of two graphs, can graph matching uncover this alignment in the presence of shuffled vertex labels. This problem arises in a variety of contexts, from network deanonymization to the graph analogue of signal recovery in the presence of an errorful channel, to name a few.
Most of the existing results are concerned with recovering a latent alignment present across the entire graphs (i.e., each vertex in one graph has a matched pair in the other graph).
While this has served to establish a novel theoretical understanding of the matchability problem, this assumption is often not met in real data. Often, the graphs are of differing orders and/or only a fraction of the vertices are matchable with the remaining vertices having no true pair across networks. Social networks offer a compelling example of this, where matching across different social network platforms (or within a single time varying social network) requires the understanding that not all users will be participants across the two networks [Li and Campbell, 2015] . The challenge for the obtained matching is then to simultaneously correctly align the matchable subgraphs across A and B, and also correctly identify these vertices as matchable. Note that a similar problem was tackled in [Pedarsani and Grossglauser, 2011, Yartseva and Grossglauser, 2013] in the context of a different graph matching approach.
In this manuscript we will probabilistically tackle the problem of aligning the matchable subgraphs of A and B. Working in the correlated heterogeneous Erdős-Rényi random graph setting (Section 1.1), we prove that, under mild model assumptions, an oracle graph matching algorithm will with high probability align the matchable cores across networks (Section 2).
Moreover, the neighborhood structure across the matched graphs can be used a posteriori to rank vertices in the two networks according to which are mostly likely to be matchable (Section 4) . We also study the analogue of the core matchability problem in the setting where the graphs are of differing order, and a smaller core graph A is matched to the larger B (Section 3). Our results in this setting prove that, under mild model assumptions, a suitably reweighted graph matching formulation will asymptotically almost surely align A to the corresponding matchable core in B even if the order of A is logarithmic in the order of B (Theorem 8). Lastly, in Section 5 we experimentally verify our theoretical results on both simulated and real data sets using a state-of-the-art graph matching procedure. Notation: The following notation will be used throughout the manuscript: for k ∈ Z > 0, we will let J k denote the hollow k × k matrix with all 1's on its off-diagonal, [0] k will denote the k × k matrix of all 0's, and [k] will denote the set {1, 2, . . . , k}. To ease exposition, unless otherwise specified all graphs considered herein will be undirected, without self-loops and unweighted. We will consider A and B interchangeably as adjacency matrices and as the corresponding graphs consisting of vertices and edges.
Correlated heterogeneous Erdős-Rényi graphs
Formally the graph matching problem we will consider is defined as follows.
Definition 1. Let A, B ∈ {0, 1} n×n be symmetric adjacency matrices. The graph matching problem is to find
where Π(n) is the set of n × n permutation matrices.
Remark 2. To ease exposition, we present the graph matching problem for unweighted, loop-less graphs. However, extending the problem to handle these data features is generally straightforward and is achieved by replacing the adjacency matrices with another matrix as appropriate. We discuss this in more detail in Section 6.
In the presence of a latent vertex alignment, φ : [n] → [n], we wish to understand the extent to which graph matching A and B will recover φ; i.e., if P φ is the permutation matrix corresponding to φ, will {P φ } = argmin P ∈Π(n) A − P BP T 2 F ? In order to study this problem from a probabilistic perspective, we introduce a bivariate random graph model with a natural vertex alignment across graphs: the bivariate correlated heterogeneous Erdős-Rényi (ER) random graph model. [Yartseva and Grossglauser, 2013, Kazemi et al., 2015] , and similarly allows for the addition of "junk" vertices-those without a probabilistic match across graphs-by setting In previous work addressing this question, the special case of R = J n (for ≥ 0) was considered in the case of Λ = pJ n in [Pedarsani and Grossglauser, 2011, Lyzinski et al., 2014] (i.e., the homogeneously correlated homogeneous Erdős-Rényi model), for stochastic block-models in [Onaran et al., 2016 , Lyzinski, 2016 , and for general heterogeneous ER(Λ)
in [Lyzinski et al., 2016a] . In each of these cases, the correlation considered was constant across each vertex-pair, with all vertices in A possessing a latent matched pair in B. In Section 2, we will generalize these results by considering more general R, with a particular focus on the setting in which only a fraction of the vertices in A possess a latent matched pair in B, so that R i,• = 0 for vertices without a latent matched pair. 
Bivariate Bernoulli Distribution
if P[X = x, Y = y] = p xy for each (x, y) ∈ {0, 1} 2 . A key property of BiBernoulli random variables is that they can be generated by a triple of independent Bernoulli random variables.
For (X, Y ) as above, setting Z 0 ∼ Bern(p 11 + p 10 ), Z 1 ∼ Bern(p 01 /(p 01 + p 00 )), and Z 2 ∼ Bern(p 11 /(p 11 + p 10 )), with Z 0 , Z 1 and Z 2 independent yields
The following simple proposition will be useful throughout our proofs.
Proposition 4. If (X, Y ) are -correlated and identically distributed Bernoulli(p), then
and we can realize this pair with independent Bernoulli random variables
as above.
A fact we use later is that, with notation as in Proposition 4, we have
2 Core-junk matchability Often in applications, only a fraction of the vertices in A possess a latent matched pair in B
with the remaining vertices having uncorrelated connectivity. In this setting, it holds that R = R c ⊕ 0 n j where n = n c + n j and R c ∈ [0, 1] nc×nc . We call the first n c vertices the core and the remaining n j vertices the junk and will refer to this as the core-junk ER model.
In this setting, we ask to what extent is the latent correspondence between the core vertices recoverable via graph matching? Formally, we will now say that a vertex v is matchable if for all P * ∈ argmin P ∈Π(n) AP − P B F it holds that P * vv = 1. A set of vertices will be matchable if all of the vertices are matchable, so that the core vertices are matchable if all P * ∈ argmin P ∈Π(n) AP − P B F satisfy P * = I nc ⊕ Q * for some Q * ∈ Π(n j ). While if n j = 0, this core matchability reduces to the classical matchability of Definition 3, as n j increases we expect that the matched signal present in the core vertices will be obfuscated by the (potentially adversarial) noise present in the junk.
Our main theorem establishes that if the junk in (A, B) ∼ CorrER(Λ, R) is essentially white noise, then the core vertices are matchable even in the presence of an almost linear amount of junk. ii. There exists p ∈ (0, 1) such that Λ = Λ c pJ nc,n j pJ n j ,nc pJ n j ,n j .
Let P be the set of permutation matrices in Π n that permutes the labels of one or more core vertices, and let Q be the set of permutation matrices in Π n that fix all core-vertex labels.
For any fixed permutation P define the random variable δ(P ) :
A consequence of Theorem 5 is that if is bounded below in n, then even in the presence of a nearly linear (in core size) amount of junk noise vertices, an exact solution to the graph matching problem will, with high probability, correctly align the core vertices. While, in general, exactly solving the graph matching problem is intractable, this result underlies the potential efficacy of a well-performing approximate graph matching procedure for aligning cores across networks.
The key to the proof of Theorem 5 is the fact that the core vertices are stochastically matched (see Definition 12). This ensure that, in expectation, any fixed permutation of the core vertex labels of B induces more edge disagreements than the optimal permutation fixing the core vertices. Lemma 6. Let (A, B) ∼ CorrER(Λ, R) with R = R c ⊕ 0 n j with R c ∈ (0, 1] nc×nc for some n j and n c . Let P be a permutation matrix in Π n that permutes the labels of precisely k core vertices (i.e., nc i=1 P i,i = n c − k), and let T c denote the number of transpositions between core vertices induced by P . For 0 < = min i,j∈ [nc] 
An application of a McDiarmid-like inequality from [Kim et al., 2002] (see Proposition 15) then ensures that the number of excess edge disagreements induced by a core-shuffling permutation concentrates tightly about its mean. Combining the above, a union bound finishes the proof. The proof details are provided in the Appendix A.1.
Remark 7. Without the white noise junk assumption, the proof of Theorem 5 extends almost immediately to prove that there exists a constant c > 0 such that if 2 n c > cn 2 j log(n j ), then
This result makes no assumptions on the structure of the junk vertices or the core-to-junk edge structure beyond (A, B) ∼ CorrER(Λ, R) (i.e., A and B are identically distributed).
Specifically, note that Lemma 13 makes no assumption on the Λ but our reliance on equivalence classes in the our main proof fails (see Eq. (9) and the argument that follows). We expect that various structured noise assumptions, such as a stochastic blockmodel structure, would allow us to improve upon the junk order assumption (see also the discussion of heterogeneity in Section 6). Indeed, this is exemplified in the improved bound on junk size achieved in the white-noise junk setting-which is due to exploitable symmetries amongst the junk vertices.
3 Core matching in graphs of differing orders
Often, in practice, it is the case that A and B have differing numbers of vertices. In [Fishkind et al., 2017] , this obstacle is overcome via a novel padding scheme in which isolated ver-tices are appended to the (reweighted) smaller network before subsequently matching to the (reweighted) larger network. If A is n c × n c and B is (n c + n j ) × (n c + n j ), the modified padding procedure would seek the optimal permutation aligning A
In this setting, the graph matching problem is formulated as
The effect of this padding scheme versus naively matching A ⊕ [0] n j to B is immediate:
matching A to B has the effect of matching A to the best fitting induced subgraph of B
whereas matching A ⊕ [0] n j to B effectively matches A to the best fitting subgraph of B.
In the present core-junk matchability setting, we seek to understand how well these padding schemes will align a core A to its corresponding matchable subgraph in B. Below, we tease out one of the principle gains of matching induced subgraphs versus subgraphs:
namely a robustness of matchability to adversarial noise; see Theorems 8 and 9.
, and suppose the principal n c × n c submatrices of B and Λ are B and
ii. If Λ = pJ nc+n j and R = J nc , then
This Theorem is proved in Appendix A.2.
In the general setting of Theorem 8 part i., there are numerous conditions on R that yield a similar conclusion as stated in the Theorem, namely that asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) the optimal matching correctly aligns A to the core vertices of B. For example, if there exists an > 0 such that, entry-wise,
suffices (see Eq. (10)).
In addition to its simplicity, we chose to present the R ≥ 1/2 + entry-wise condition to further highlight the advantages of the modified padding scheme over the naive padding scheme defined by matching A = A ⊕ [0] n j to B = B. Stated simply, while the modified padding scheme of Theorem 8 will a.a.s correctly align A with the core of B if R > 1/2 entry-wise, under the above naive padding scheme if R is bounded away from 1, there exists a choice of Λ such that a.a.s. the correct alignment across cores is not the optimal GM permutation. Indeed, by matching A to the best fitting induced subgraph of B, the modified padding scheme achieves a robustness to adversarial junk vertices that the naive padding scheme cannot. Formally, we have the following: there exists constants , β > 0 such that (entry-wise)Λ ≤ β < 1,Λ = ω(n −1 c log n c ), and R ≤ < 1, then there exists a choice of Λ such that
This Theorem is proved in Appendix A.3.
Identifying core versus junk vertices
In Theorem 5, we established that under mild model assumptions, graph matching will a.s.
correctly match the core vertices across graphs. We next establish that by considering the errors induced by the matching, these core vertices can be correctly identified post-matching.
The main tool that we utilize is a graph matching variant of the permutation test.
Testing whether a vertex v is a core or junk vertex amounts to the testing the hypotheses
A natural test statistic for the hypotheses in Eq. (5) would seem to be the empirical correlation between row v of A and P * BP * T . However, note that depending on the structure of Λ, even if the theoretical correlation is 0, the empirical correlation could be large because of variance in the entries of Λ. Additionally, since P * is chosen to be the best permutation, even the theoretical correlation between rows of A and P * BP * T will be positive for all rows, though it will be smaller for junk vertices than core vertices.
In light of the theoretical difficulties presented by the correlation induced by P * , rather than testing Eq. (5) via empirical correlation estimates, we will make use of the following relationship between edge-wise correlation and the number of induced errors between A and P * BP * T . Namely, if v is a core vertex then the number of errors induced by P * across the neighborhoods of v in A and B (i.e., (AP * −P * B) v,• 1 ) should be significantly smaller-due to the correlation structure provided by R-than the number of errors induced by a randomly chosen permutation P (i.e., (AP − P B) v,• 1 ). If v is a junk vertex then, even with the nontrivial correlation induced by P * , we will see that (AP * −P * B) v,• 1 is significantly closer to the number of errors induced by a randomly chosen permutation P (i.e., (AP −P B) v,• 1 ) than in the core setting. With this in mind, we define ∆ v (P ) = (AP − P B) v,• 1 and let E P and Var P denote the conditional expectation and variance of these quantities with respect to uniform sampling of P over all permutation matrices. We will use the permutation-test inspired statistic
Rather than formalizing the test procedure based on rejecting the H 0 of Eq. (5) for suitably large values of |T (v, P * )|-which would necessitate determining or estimating the critical region for T (·)-we will instead use the test statistic T (·) to rank the vertices based on the likelihood they are core vertices. This procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. In Sections 5, we will demonstrate the effectiveness of Algorithm 1 in both simulated and real data settings.
A detailed theoretical analysis of Algorithm 1 is beyond the scope of the present work, and will be pursued in a follow-up paper.
Remark 10. The above method for classifying core versus junk vertices has an immediate application to the problem of across graph vertex nomination , Lyzinski et al., 2016b . Consider the setting where i. either a few vertices of A are of interest; or ii.
all the vertices in A are of interest. If the task is to find these interesting vertices in B (or determine if they are not present), we can use T (v) to i. determine whether the vertices of interest are core (i.e., present in B) or junk vertices (i.e., not present in B); or ii. rank the vertices of B based on how likely they are to be core vertices. Intuitively, the larger |T (v)|, Algorithm 1 Finding the core vertices Input: Adjacency matrices A, B ∈ {0, 1} (nc+n j )×(nc+n j ) ; available seeded vertices S 1. Use available seeded vertices to match A and B yielding optimal permutation P * ;
2. Use P * to approximately compute T (v, P * ) for each vertex v;
3. Rank the vertices via decreasing value of |T (v, P * )|, which ranks them by decreasing likelihood of being core vertices;
Output: Rank list of vertices, with those at the top more likely to be core vertices the more likely v is to be a core vertex. In this setting, the sorted rank list based on |T (·)|
gives us a nomination list, with vertices ranked highly those more likely to be present in graph B.
Experimental results
For our experimental results we employed the seeded graph matching (SGM) algorithm as described in [Fishkind et al., 2017] . As described above, this algorithm incorporates seeded vertices, which are a set of vertices for which the correspondence between the two graphs is assumed known. We use seeds for two reasons. First, in practice seeds may be available from other non-network information known about the vertices. Second, the SGM algorithm is not guaranteed to find the global minimum of the objective function Eq.
(1) and hence is not guaranteed to demonstrate the results of our theory. By incorporating seeds, the algorithm is effectively pushed towards what our theory deems should be the global optimum. Altogether, the seeded graph matching algorithm helps to illustrate our theory and the gap between the theoretical results and the algorithmic performance.
Simulations
For our simulations, we will consider two model settings, homogeneous Erdős-Rényi (ER) and random dot product graphs (RDPG) [Nickel, 2006, Young and Scheinerman, 2007] . In both settings, the adjacency matrices will be distributed as CorrER(Λ, R) where Λ will have a structure as determined by the model. For the correlations we will take R = J nc ⊕ 0 n j to simulate the core-plus-junk setting. Erdos-Renyi graphs with = 0.5.
Erdős-Rényi
For the ER case, we let A, B ∼ CorrER(pJ n , R) where p ∈ [0, 1], and R = J nc ⊕ 0 n j , corresponding to n c core vertices and n j junk vertices.
In order to investigate the empirical impact of the number of junk vertices n j , the number of seeded core vertices n s , and the edge probability p, we simulated 1000 graphs for each of p ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.5} and each n j ∈ {0, 5, 10, 20, 50}. Each graph was taken to have n = 250 vertices. For each graph, we varied the number of seeds with n s ∈ {0, 5, 10, 20, 50}. In Figure 1 we fixed = 0.5 to illustrate the impact of the other parameters.
We plot the accuracy of matching non-seed core vertices, 1 nc−ns i∈C\S P ii , where S is the set of seed vertices and P is the permutation matrix found by the algorithm. Note the accuracy is plotted on a log scale. The horizontal axis is the number of junk vertices, n j .
The line labeled as "Chance" is the core matching accuracy for a random permutation in the case when there are zero seeds, 1 nc = 1 250−n j . This "Chance" accuracy would be slightly higher with seeds but as Figure 1 demonstrates, the comparison is only close for the 0 seed case. Confidence intervals for the mean accuracy based of the normal approximation are shown at 95% confidence as vertical lines at each point (note some confidence intervals are too short to be visible).
As expected, performance degrades as the number of junk vertices increases, however the degradation rate depends strongly on the number seeds and the edge probability. When the number of seeds was 50, this was sufficient so that regardless of the number of junk vertices, the core matching was quite accurate. On the other hand with 0 seeds, the number of junk vertices again had a minimal impact as the performance with no junk seeds was quite poor. Again we want to emphasize that the performance with no seeds is due to algorithmic challenges rather then theoretical limitations. For moderate number of seeds performance degrades with the number of junk though not especially quickly.
In general the performance of the algorithm increased with p, especially for seed levels of 10 and 20. We also simulated graphs with correlations of = 0.9 where only 5 seeds were needed to achieve near perfect accuracy at all junk levels. On the other hand, if the correlation = 0.2, the accuracy was poor at all seed and junk levels.
In addition to considering the matching accuracy, we also evaluated the performance of our core identification algorithms described in section 4. For these simulations, we used the test statistic T (v), see Eq (6), estimated by sampling permutations. We ranked the vertices according to T (v) and classified each vertex as either core or junk based on the ranking and the known number of junk vertices n j . Seeded vertices were not ranked. Figure 2 shows the mean precision of this procedure at each rank, with low ranks being correct if that vertex was a core vertex and ranks near n being correct if that vertex was a junk vertex. Here we only show results for n j ∈ {20, 50} and n s ∈ {5, 10, 20} in order 
Matching Accuracy
Seeds either 5 or 10 the precision for junk vertices was very close to chance but if n s = 20, the junk precision increased substantially in all cases. Core performance had similar behavior though performance at low ranks was substantially improved when n s = 10 as compared to n s = 5. n c n c + n j
Random Dot Product Graphs
To analyze the e↵ect of vertex heterogeneity including degree heterogeneity and mixed membership community structure, we simulated correlated graphs from the random dot product graph distributions (RDPG). For the RDPG case, we have that A, B ⇠ CorrER(XX T , R)
where X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ] T 2 R n⇥d is the matrix of latent positions and X 1 , . . . , X
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where X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ] T 2 R n⇥d is the matrix of latent positions and X 1 , . . . , X to illustrate the parameter values where the changes were most substantial. Note that for small number of junk vertices, even a random algorithm will achieve high precision for core vertices but it will have very poor precision for junk vertices. This chance performance is indicated by the horizontal lines for each of core and junk. When the number of seeds was either 5 or 10 the precision for junk vertices was very close to chance but if n s = 20, the junk precision increased substantially in all cases. Core performance had similar behavior though performance at low ranks was substantially improved when n s = 10 as compared to n s = 5.
Padding in the Erdős-Rényi regime
To investigate the impact that order inhomogeneity can have on matching accuracy, we consider matching A ∼ ER(50, p) to B ∼ ER(50/r, p) for p ∈ [0.1, 0.3, 0.5] and r ∈ [0.5, 0.25, 1/6]. In each experiment, we correlate A to a 50 vertex subgraph in B, varying the correlation over [0.1, 0.5, 0.9], and consider matching A and B using the SGM algorithm run with n s = [5, 10, 15, 20] seeds. For each choice of parameters, 25 Monte Carlo replicates were run, and results are plotted in Figure 3 . From the figure, we see that matching accuracyhere defined as the fraction of the 50 − n s unseeded vertices in A correctly matched to their correlated pair in B-improves monotonically as correlation and r increase for each choice of n s and p. This is unsurprising, as increasing the correlation and r increases the signal present in the cores (relative to the noise in the junk) across networks.
We note also the uniformly poor performance in the correlation equal to 0.1 regime.
While at first glance this seemingly contradicts the perfect matching theoretical guarantees provided by Theorem 8, we emphasize here that the theory holds asymptotically and the combination of and n c here is too small for the theoretical guarantees to kick in. Indeed, we observe that the matchings we obtain in the = 0.1 case are better-according the the graph matching objective function-than the true labeling across the networks. The uniformly poor performance in matching accuracy in this low correlation regime is not an algorithmic failing, rather it is an indication that these graphs were not matchable [Lyzinski, 2016] ; i.e., the true labeling is not optimal in the graph matching objective function. We are presently exploring methodologies for detecting this non-matchability.
Random Dot Product Graphs
To analyze the effect of vertex heterogeneity including degree heterogeneity and mixed membership community structure, we simulated correlated graphs from the random dot product graph distributions (RDPG). For the RDPG case, we have that A, B ∼ CorrER(XX T , R) where X = [X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ] T ∈ R n×d is the matrix of latent positions and X 1 , . . . , X n iid ∼ F
Remark 11. This simulation does satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5 because the junk vertices do not have a homogeneous Erdos-Renyi structure. Nonetheless, this simulation setting is more realistic than the Theorem setting since we expect junk vertices to have heterogeneous We will take F to be a the (d − 1)-dimensional marginal of a Dirichlet distribution on d dimensions with parameter α = s1 for some s > 0. Note that when α is large, this distribution will concentrate around the point (1/d, . . . , 1/d) which has squared norm
Hence, when s is large the distribution will approximate the homogeneous Erdős- [Clauset et al., 2004] and according to degree. When α is small there is more community structure and degree heterogeneity which will impact the performance of graph matching and core detection.
Rényi case with parameter p = (d − 1)/d 2 . These differences are illustrated in Figure 4 From this perspective, this simulation will illuminate the impact of vertex heterogeneity on the performance of core matching. Figure 5 shows the matching accuracy as a function of the junk vertices for various seed levels. The dimension d was chosen to be 3. Each panel corresponds to a different choice of α ∈ {1, 2, 32}. Here it is evident that the overall patterns are similar to the ER case but we note that the performance increases substantially as the scale decreases. This is intuitive as the vertices are behaving more heterogeneously and so should be more easily matchable.
The behavior for the mean precision was similar and hence we omit the results here.
Twitter data
In order to analyze the core-junk setting with real data, we considered two graphs derived from Twitter. 1 The two graphs are based on the most active twitter users from April and May 2014. The graphs are weighted according the log of the number times a user mentioned another user during the given month. We use the same algorithm for the weighted graphs as for the unweighted graphs above, which seeks to minimize the same objective function. The empirical Pearson correlation between the entries in the two weighted adjacency matrices is Since all users were present in both graphs we mimicked the core-junk setting by sampling three disjoint sets of users C, J April and J M ay of sizes n c , n j and n j , respectively. We then set one graph to be the induced subgraph of the April graph corresponding to the vertices C ∪ J April . The second graph is the induced subgraph of the May graph corresponding to vertices in C ∪ J M ay . Hence, the core vertices in C appear in both graphs and the remaining vertices appearing in only one graph are the junk vertices. The weighted adjacency matrices are shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows the average matching accuracy across 1000 Monte Carlo replicates of graphs sampled with n = 250 and n j ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50}. Each graph was matched with seed levels of n s ∈ {0, 5, 10, 20, 50} with the seeds chosen uniformly at random from the set of core vertices. The impact of incresing junk vertices from n j = 5 to n j = 50 led to an absolute decrease in the accuracy by between 19% and 24%, for n s = 50 and n s = 0, respectively. Figure 8 shows the precision for identifying core and junk vertices for junk levels of n j = 20 and 50. The seeds levels are n s = 20 and 50. We also included an Oracle, where all core vertices were used as seeds and the remaining junk vertices were matched to themselves. We then used the same identification procedures after throwing away the seed information. This curve gives an upper bound for the precision, since all core vertices are correctly matched, April May Figure 6 : Weighted adjacency matrices of aligned Twitter graphs from April and May. The vertices were sorted according to a community finding algorithm [Clauset et al., 2004] and according to weighted degree.
however it still incorporates the fact that matching junk vertices to themselves introduces a small amount of empirical correlation between the junk vertices.
As can be seen in Figure 6 , many vertices in this data set have very similar connectivity patterns. Hence if two different vertices that behave similarly are included as junk vertices in the two different graphs, these will likely be matched to each other and it may be hard to determine whether they are core or junk vertices.
Discussion
Understanding the limits of graph matchability is an essential step in robust multiple graph inference regimes. When graphs are not matchable-i.e., the true node correspondence cannot be recovered in the face of noise-paired graph inference methodologies that utilize the across graph correspondence (see, for example, [Tang et al., 2016, Asta and Shalizi, 2014] ) cannot gainfully be employed. Nonmatchability limits analysis to methods which rely on graph statistics which are invariant to relabeling of the vertices, which can be useful but lack the full power of other methods. In this paper, we make the first foray into graph matchability when only a fraction of the graphs are matchable or when the graphs are of differing orders. Our theoretical results and subsequent simulations and experiments provide a basis for a deeper understanding the effect that junk vertices have on core matchability.
The information and computational limits for graph matching are still open problems for which we have pushed the boundaries, but significant more work is to be done. These problems are in analogy to the recently addressed problems of detection and recovery for the planted partition and planted clique problems for a single graph [Feldman et al., 2013 , Mossel et al., 2014 , Abbe and Sandon, 2015 . For these settings, exact fundamental limits have been established and polynomial time algorithms have been shown to achieve or nearly achieve these limits. Obtaining similar results for the graph matching problem are key steps towards a robust statistical framework for multiple graph inference.
For the present work we do not expect that our results represent these fundamental limits.
As an informal argument we can consider known results for the quadratic assignment problem for iid entries [Cela, 2013] . In the uncorrelated dense homogeneous Erdős-Rényi setting, these results imply that the best best solution to the graph matching problem, Eq. (1) will reduce the objective function Θ(n 3/2 j ) as compared to a random guess. On the other hand, in the dense homogeneous Erdős-Rényi setting with constant correlation, Lemma 13 shows that the best solution is Θ(n 2 c ) better than a random guess. Under the heuristic that in order for the core vertices to be matched correctly, the signal from correlation must be greater than the possible improvements in the all noise setting, we can conjecture that a core matchability threshold at approximately n c = O(n 3/4 ) may be possible. Using our present proof technique, we are unable to achieve this rate. This heuristic argument, though problematic, provides a potential guidepost for future work.
A key limitation of our current result is that they primarily apply in more homogeneous settings. In particular, Theorem 5 assumes the junk is homogeneous and that the two graphs are identically distributed and Theorem 8 assumes that there is limited heterogeneity in the core and junk. Furthermore, using the naive padding scheme of Theorem 9, even allowing minimal heterogeneity in the junk can lead to graph matching failing with high probability.
A key difference between the naive padding and the improved padding schemes is that the adjacency matrices are appropriately centered. This suggests that an optimal centering may allow for improved theoretical results. 
A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 5
In this section we prove Theorem 5. We start by introducing the key concept of -stochastically matched sequences of random variables.
Definition 12. A pair of sequences X and Y are -stochastically matched if for all k and for all permutations σ where |{i : σ(i) = i}| = k, it holds that
The key realization in the present setting of graph matching is the following. If A and B are the respective adjacency matrices of CorrER(Λ, R) random graphs and if vec(A) and vec(B) are -stochastically matched for suitable , then A and B are matchable; i.e.,
{I n } = argmin P ∈Π(n) AP − P B F . In this sense, -stochastically matched is the vectorized version of graph matchability; see [Lyzinski et al., 2016b] for an early realization of this relationship. Exploiting this relation, we arrive at the following Lemma.
Lemma 13. Let (A, B) ∼ CorrER(Λ, R). Let P be a permutation matrix in Π n that permutes precisely k labels (i.e., i P i,i = n−k), and let T denote the number of transpositions induced by P . For 0 < = min i,j;i =j 2R i,j Λ i,j (1 − Λ i,j ), it follows that
Proof. With P as above, let τ be a permutation in S ( n 2 ) such that vec(P BP T ) = τ (vec(B)). Let τ = τ 1 • τ 2 • · · · • τ be the disjoint cycle decomposition of τ , and for each i ∈ [ ], let t i = |τ i | denote the length of the i-th cycle and let T i denote the indices permuted by τ i . Letting T be the number of transpositions induced by P , we have that
For ease of notation, let X = vec(A) (resp., Y = vec(B)) and for each i ∈ [ n 2 ], let p i = E(X i ) = E(Y i ) so that (where, slightly abusing notation, we let i = corr(X i , Y i ))
The second term in Eq. (8) is non-negative by the rearrangement inequality.
Moreover, Lemma 13 can be immediately translated into the core-junk setting of Theorem 5, as noted in Lemma 6 which we restate and prove here.
(0, 1] nc×nc for some n j and n c . Let P be a permutation matrix in Π n that permutes the labels of precisely k core vertices (i.e., nc i=1 P i,i = n c − k), and let T c denote the number of transpositions between core vertices induced by P . For 0 < = min i,j∈ [nc] 
Proof of Lemma 6. Following the notation of the proof of Lemma 13, we note that the only entries of X and Y that are correlated via R are those that correspond to edges between core vertices. If P permutes the labels of k core vertices, then σ permutes the labels of
entries of Y corresponding to core edges. The proof then proceeds exactly as the proof of Lemma 13.
Combining the expectation bounds with the following McDiarmid-like concentration result will yield the proof of Theorem 5.
Proposition 15 (Proposition 3.2 from [Kim et al., 2002] 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let C = [n c ] be the set of core vertices, and let J = [n] \ [n c ] denote the set of junk vertices. For a given permutation τ on [n], we define the permutation τ id uniquely as follows:
For example, if n c = 4, n j = 4, and τ = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 6 7 1 8 5 4 2 , then τ id = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 8 5 7 6 .
For a permutation matrix P , we define P id ∈ Q analogously, where we recall here that Q is the set of permutation matrices Q in Π n satisfying nc i=1 Q i,i = n c (i.e., fixing all core labels), and P = Π n \ Q. Since the event that there exists P ∈ P such that for all Q ∈ Q, δ(P ) ≤ δ(Q), is a subset of the event that there exists P such that δ(P ) ≤ δ(P id ), it is sufficient to upper bound the probability of the latter event.
Suppose that P ∈ Π n (with corresponding permutation τ ∈ S n ) permutes k c + k j > 0 core labels, where
We see that X P := δ(P )−δ(P id ) is a function of N P independent Bernoulli random variables,
core-to-core edges permuted by τ and not τ id
core-to-junk edges permuted differently by τ and τ id + 2 k j 2 + (n j − k j )k j junk-to-junk edges permuted differently by τ and τ id ≤ 3(k c + 2k j )n.
Let S P be the sum of these N P Bernoulli random variables, and it follows that Var(S P ) ≤ N P /4.
We next apply Proposition 15 to bound the probability that P provides a better matching that P id . By the assumption that all edges involving junk vertices have identical probabilities, it holds that Eδ(P id ) = Eδ(I n ), so that by Proposition 6, if n c ≥ 4 then
With notation as in Proposition 15, it holds that (k c + 2k j )n c /8 < σ 2 = 4Var(S P ) ≤ N P ≤ 3(k c + 2k j )n. By setting t = 2 (kc+2k j )nc/8 σ , we have P (X P ≤ 0) ≤ P (|X P − E(X P )| ≥ E(X P )) ≤ P (|X P − E(X P )| ≥ (k c + 2k j )n c /8) = P |X P − E(X P )| ≥ (k c + 2k j )n c /8 σ · σ ≤ 2 exp −C 2 (k c + 2k j ) 2 n 2 c σ 2 ≤ 2 exp −C 2 (k c + 2k j )n 2 c n .
with C being an appropriate positive constant that may change line to line.
To use a union bound, note that the number of permutations with a given k c and k j is . We then have
Now, for u, v ∈ [n c ], u = v, w, v ∈ [n], and w = r, we have
In the general setting, under the assumptions of the theorem we have that Note that X Q is a function of
independent Bernoulli random variables, and in the language of Proposition 15, we have that M = 4 and σ 2 satisfies σ 2 ≤ 48n c (k c + k j ) and yields t < σ as required, and letting C be a positive constant that can vary line by line we have that (as in the proof of Theorem 5)
in the CorrER(pJ, J) setting, we similarly have
Define the equivalence relation "∼" on Π nc+n j via P ∼ Q iff P ·,v = Q ·,v for all core vertices v.
Note that P ∼ Q implies that To prove that there is no P ∈ Π nc+n j \ M satisfying X P ≤ 0, it suffices to consider a single P from each equivalence class under "∼". Summing Eqs. (11) and (12) over the (at most) n 2(k j +kc) c n 2k j j equivalence classes for each k c , k j and then over k c and k j yields the desired result.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 9
Proof. Let Q ∈ Π(n c + n j ) (with associated permutation τ ) satisfy k j = |{i ≤ n c : i = τ (i) > n c }| = n c , so that all core vertices are mapped to junk vertices by Q. Note that E Q = [nc] 2 . We will construct an appropriate Λ such that Q will satisfy Eq. (4).
Note that for u, v ∈ [n c ], u = v, w, v ∈ [n], and w = r, we have Applying Proposition 15 with M = 2, σ 2 = Θ(n 2 c ), we have (where C is a positive constant that can vary line-to-line) P (X Q ≥ 0) = P (X Q − EX Q ≥ −EX Q ) ≤ P (|X Q − EX Q | ≥ C n c log n c ) ≤ exp −C 2 (log n c ) 2 = o(1) as desired.
